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Not able to find what you are looking for? Most turbo-equipped vehicles are also quieter due to
the turbo itself acting as a sort of muffler. Boost can become an addiction. If you have ridden in
a car with a turbocharger then you have probably felt the incredible surge of power as the motor
comes into the boost range. The result is a large increase in intake pressure and more power
when additional fuel is also introduced into the combustion chamber. The turbocharger is
essentially a compressor that is driven by engine exhaust. The exhaust spins an impeller with a
turbine on the end that compresses air into the intake manifold generating boost. This design is
extremely popular on modern vehicles, but its history goes all the way back to when a Swiss
inventor patented the first turbocharger. In the early years turbos were popular on aircraft
engine because they helped negate some of the power loss form operating at altitude. Today
they are used in numerous applications from drag racing to long haul trucking. These little
power boosters have really proven their worth. Q: How do you install a turbo kit? A:
Turbochargers should be installed by professionals if you have no experience with turbo
installations. If you've done the basic bolt-on performance modifications to your car intake,
header, exhaust and know your way around your engine, then you might be capable of doing
the install yourself. Normal installation depending on the vehicle takes around hours in most
cases, but depends on whether custom work needs to be done. The turbo manifold that comes
with the kit replaces the factory exhaust manifold. The turbo doesn't replace anything assuming
this is a turbo kit and not a turbo upgrade kit. The turbo is mounted to a flange on the turbo
manifold. Remember the turbo is spooled by the exhaust gases, so once the gases pass
through the turbo manifold, it spools the turbo. Q: Is there a pre-condition my vehicle needs to
meet in order to be able to handle a turbo kit? A: Any vehicle can be turbocharged but you must
consider whether all of the engine, driveline, and chassis parts can handle big power increases.
Most aftermarket turbocharger kits for naturally aspirated cars recommend running no more
than psi to prevent engine damage. Q: What do turbo kits come with? A: Complete turbo kits
normally include the manifold, turbocharger, intake, down pipe, fuel management unit and all
lines and hoses needed. You need to purchase intercoolers, piping, blow-off valves separately
in most cases, unless otherwise noted in our product descriptions. Q: What is a turbo kit? Why
buy a turbo kit? A: Think of a turbocharger as a fan that is blowing compressed air into your
engine. The more air you give your engine, the more power your engine can give you. The extra
air adds oxygen so you can burn more fuel. Turbochargers are powered by the exhaust gases
generated by your engine after combustion. The time the turbo takes to spool up is seen by the
driver as lag, or delay time. The driver may mash the throttle, but the engine won't produce
power until the turbocharger is up to speed. The reason a turbo kit is such a great purchase is
that it takes a tremendous amount of money and time to successfully increase the power of a
naturally aspirated engine. Expensive head packages, along with expensive bottom block parts,
will surely put a dent in your wallet while only making meager horsepower gains. With a bolt-on
turbocharger kit you can obtain instant, very dramatic horsepower gains with less time and
money while still having the potential for upgrading. The whistle of a blow off valve, the roar
from an external wastegate, and the burst of power that makes your engine feel like it doubled
in size, how could you resist? Q: What is a turbo? Why buy a turbo? Filter Your Results. Turbo
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Discounts. Sign Up. The GM Ecotec engine , also known by its codename L , is a family of
all-aluminium inline-four engines , displacing between 1. While these engines were based on the
GM Family II engine , the architecture was substantially re-engineered for the new Ecotec
application produced since The engine uses aluminum pistons and cast iron cylinder liners.
Vibration is reduced with twin balance shafts. The first engine in the Ecotec Gen I line-up was
Ecotec 2. The current Ecotec line is manufactured in Tonawanda, New York ,. LK9 is a

turbocharged 2. The engine features a five-bearing forged steel crankshaft, strengthened
connecting rods, redesigned pistons, piston oil cooling jets, reprofiled camshafts and an
integrated oil cooler. All vehicles using this engine feature Saab's Trionic 8 T8 engine
management system as well as a revised valve train. The timing chain and timing gears are also
new, along with Saab's Direct Ignition system. The reinforcements, turbocharging, intercooling,
internals, dual overhead camshaft, and such were developed by GM Powertrain Sweden Saab
Automobile Powertrain. Maximum boost is The LSJ shares many of its components with the
LK9 such as: piston cooling jets, oil cooler, pistons, connecting rods, crankshaft, oil pan,
sodium-filled exhaust valves and cylinder head. Unlike its notably harsh predecessor, the
engine was designed for smoothness. The oil filter housing was cast into the block with a
removable cover and replaceable paper element. It did not use an EGR valve. The L61 is a 2. The
Ecotec 2. There are a few variations to the standard L The Saturn L-Series has a high output
version with higher compression and more aggressive camshaft. The â€” Chevrolet Malibu uses
a version with electronic throttle control and a special unitized exhaust manifold and catalytic
converter. The Malibu and Saturn versions also use return-less fuel injection. For , introduced
an updated version of the L61 based on the Gen II design. The supercharger and inlet manifold
from the 2. A direct injection version of the 2. In these applications, the engine is mounted
longitudinally. Displacement is 2. Compression is 9. The sodium filled exhaust valves were
based on technology developed for the Corvette V8 powertrains. The sodium fuses and
becomes a liquid at idle, which improves conductivity and draws heat away from the valve face
and valve guide towards the stem to be cooled by the engine oil circulating in this area. The
"Gen II" block is similar to the 2. The Gen II block was developed using data from racing
programs and computer simulations. The bore walls and bulkheads were strengthened with a
weight increase of 2. The coolant jackets were expanded to improve heat transfer, resulting in a
coolant capacity increase of 0. The kit is covered by the cars' existing GM warranties. This was
the final Stage 2 performance tune the Ecotec family, to date. With the demise of the GM
Performance Division , performance tunes like this have been relegated to the aftermarket
sector. This despite newer engines being more durable, and tuned to lower horsepower levels in
numerous sport-car applications. Unique LNF features [7] include:. An updated variant of the
LNF also with 9. In , the L61 received a multitude of changes, that originated from the LE5. It
switched to the higher-strength Gen II block and received a revised cylinder head enlarged
exhaust ports and camshaft design increased exhaust valve duration. The engine also switched
from wasted spark ignition to individual coil-on-plug ignition; this forced the cam cover to be
redesigned. It was also switched to an E37 engine controller with new crank and cam sensors
replacing timing sensor previously found in ignition cassette. These changes increase
horsepower slightly and allow the engine to meet PZEV standards. The LAP is a 2. Compression
ratio is Major features that set it apart from the 2. The LE8 is an E85 compatible 2. The LE5 is a
larger 2. Compression is The engine uses a reinforced "Gen II" block. C70 Powered Metal from
July on. The LE5 or a close variant is also used in the Polaris Slingshot announced July 27, ,
coupled with a 5-speed manual transmission and a final belt drive. The Slingshot is a
three-wheeled side-by-side street vehicle, classed as a motorcycle. The LAT is the designation
used for the 2. The LE9 is an E85 compatible version of the 2. The LAF is a direct injected 2. It
uses technology based on GM's other four-cylinder direct injection applications, but with
unique features designed for its specific application. This includes an Bore, stroke, and
compression ratio all remain the same. Bore and stroke are both Peak output is lower than the
LTG, but is achieved at lower rpm for both power and torque. Bore is The new combustion
system developed with GM's proprietary computational fluid dynamics CFD analysis software
features a higher compression ratio which helps improve fuel efficiency and has improved
knock resistance. The balance shafts are relocated from the cylinder block to oil pan module.
The two-piece steel-aluminum oil pan features in-pan integrated oil-pump assembly driven by
the balance shaft with a shorter inverted-tooth chain. Other improvements include
inverted-tooth chain driving the camshaft, forged steel crankshaft, cast aluminum bedplate with
main bearing cap inserts made of iron, high-pressure fuel rail with rubber-isolated assembly,
acoustically shielded plastic cover for the intake manifold, and structurally enhanced aluminum
camshaft cover and front cover. The engine also uses a variable-displacement oil pump and an
actively controlled thermostat. Displacement for the 2. Continuously commanded by engine
control unit , the valve rocker arm switches between high-lift and low-lift profiles on the
camshaft, actuated by an oil control valve through a two-feed stationary hydraulic lash adjuster
, allowing for either 4. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle engine. Sequential
multi-point fuel injection Gasoline direct injection. Gasoline CNG E Low-pressure Garrett GTs.
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media related to Ecotec engine. Utter disbelief is painted all over his face. He figured his new
Nissan would walk all over our little yellow Cavalier. We're turbocharged, baby, and we've just
smoked you like a Marlboro Red. The guy in the SVT Focus, however, thought he was hot
stuff--sittin' at the light, revvin' his tiny 2. He was lookin' to run, and surely thought the Cavalier
was a sitting duck. Wrong again. Despite its bodykit,. TurboSport decals, yellow paint and inch
wheels, you might even call this Chevy a sleeper. Truth is we never really got to drive this car
on public roads. GM wouldn't let us. Something about a tight car show schedule, a paint job that
costs more than J. Lo's Bentley and no license plates. But GM did offer to truck the thing
anywhere we wanted the day after it was displayed at the International Auto Salon at the L.
Convention Center this past May. First we wanted the car on our chassis dyno, and then we
wanted it on the starting line of California Dragway, which is the dragstrip on the grounds of
California Speedway in Fontana, Calif. We was gonna do some testin'. Although Moss and crew
spend most of their time building cubic inch Camaros and big-block, rear-drive Monte Carlos,
they built this Cavalier on the mellow side. Internally, the 2. Though the engine is running only 8
pounds of boost, for added durability, Wheel to Wheel in Troy, Mich. Wheel to Wheel also
fabricated the intercooler and heat exchanger assemblies, fabricated the air box to work with
the functional ram air hood and made the tubular stainless-steel exhaust manifold and stainless
2. The stock fuel pump was replaced with a W-body Pontiac Grand Prix pump for increased
flow, but the stock single-bore 60mm throttle body and intake manifold are right where the UAW
workers put them. The five-speed is stock down to its shifter, but a Centerforce clutch is used.
The suspension is an airbag system from Air Ride Technologies, chosen so the car can be
dropped easily for display. The brakes are from Stainless Steel Brake Corporation. The kit
includes massive inch slotted front rotors with polished four-piston calipers, and inch rear
rotors with polished single-piston calipers. The black interior received a smattering of yellow
accents on the dash, console and door panels, and heavily bolstered Sparco seats were bolted
in. On the outside is a bodykit Chevy is seriously considering selling through its dealer network.
The kit includes front and rear fascias, the ram air hood, rear spoiler and rocker panels. The
look is just aggressive enough to keep the Cavalier from looking like an Avis rental reject,
without being too ricey. When strapped to our Dynojet, the Cavalier turned the rollers at an
impressive, but not mind-blowing, hp at rpm. For comparision, that's What did impress us,
however, is the engine's lb-ft of torque at rpm, which is no doubt a result of its large 2. And at
the track, the car ran a respectable 0-to mph time of 7. The last stock Ecotec Cavalier we tested
ran to 60 mph in 8. Not bad, but we would like to test the same car without those heavy inch
wheels, which we're sure are adding two or three tenths to the car's performance. In fact, we'd
like to put the whole car on a diet and take it back to the track. With a bit more boost and some
bulk shaved from the car's 2, pounds, this Cavalier will be ready for prime time. Heck, it's ready
now. Come on, GM, build it. Honda enthusiasts weigh in on the Civic Type R refresh and offer
their experiences as current FK8 owners. Toyota adds a 2. Sam Du reviews the Super73 Z1
electric bike and gets ready to customize his own. After getting some seat time in a Toyota
Camry TRD we came up with 4 highlights to summarize our experience with this "not so boring"
Camry. After a few weeks behind the wheel we came up with a few key points to summarize how
we feel about it. Both the M8 Competition and Clubman JCW All4 bring track-oriented
performance to the table but they do so with very different strategies. But does that make one
more fun to drive than the other? Cavalier Turbo Sport. SuperStreetOnline cars. Cavalier Turbo
Sport GM Performance builds the car many have been waiting for, but the waiting will continue
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family car that was sold primarily in the UK by Vauxhall from to It was based on a succession of
Opel designs throughout its production life, during which it was built in three incarnations. The
first generation of Cavalier, launched in and produced until , was based on the existing Opel
Ascona and Opel Manta with a few minor visual differences. The second generation of Cavalier,
launched in and produced until , was launched simultaneously with the identical new generation
of Opel Ascona, which was sold across the world in various guises on the General Motors "
J-car ". The third and final generation of Cavalier, launched in and produced until , was based
on the first generation of Opel Vectra with the same production span. In the end to keep costs
down a different nose, designed by Wayne Cherry , was the only obvious styling feature to set
the Vauxhall apart. Van, pick-up and estate versions were also on the drawing board, but the
MK1 Cavalier was ultimately never produced in these bodystyles. In the meantime, estate
versions of the smaller Chevette and Astra, as well as the larger Carlton, would be launched to
compensate for the lack of a Cavalier estate. To begin with, the Mark I Cavalier was produced
principally alongside the Ascona at the newly refurbished Opel plant in Antwerp , Belgium.
Shortly after its launch, the Cavalier was tested by What Car? However, the Cortina was less
than a year away from replacement, and January saw the arrival of the Chrysler Alpine the

British version of the Simca , which had recently been voted European Car of the Year. In
Britain, demand for the Cavalier initially outstripped supply, one of the factors in General
Motors making a decision soon afterwards to add the Cavalier to its British as well as
continental production lines in August In Vauxhall's line-up, the Cavalier initially complemented,
and then replaced the Victor , which by this time was falling a long way behind the hugely
successful Ford Cortina in the British car sales charts as well as its British Leyland rivals. The
timing of the Cavalier's United Kingdom launch was well-judged. The United Kingdom tax
system meant that sales to company car fleets comprised a larger proportion of the overall
market â€” especially for middle-weight saloons â€” than elsewhere in Europe: the Ford Cortina
Mk II had been replaced by the Ford Cortina Mk III in , but in the eyes of the all-important
company car fleet managers the newer Cortina never quite matched the earlier car for reliability,
notably in respect of problems with its cable clutch and with camshaft wear in the 1. At the time,
British Leyland was facing criticism for the lacklustre design and doubts about build quality and
reliability surrounding its cars, especially the Morris Marina and the smaller Austin Allegro. The
Cavalier was launched around the same time as Chrysler's Alpine , which featured a more
modern front-wheel drive hatchback layout and was voted European Car of the Year for , but it
would ultimately fail to meet sales expectations on the British market and was not reputedly a
reliable or well-built car. The cars came with a choice of 1. Vauxhall engineers built Cavalier
prototypes using the 2. It was revised in , as the 1. At the same time, a three-door hatchback
known as the Sports hatch also seen on the Manta was added to the range. There were plans for
a five-door hatchback version to be launched, but this bodystyle was never produced on the
first generation Cavalier, although at this time hatchbacks still only accounted for a small
percentage of sales on larger family cars. That would change during the s, however. All Cavalier
saloons shared most of their bodywork with the Opel Ascona but had the slanted nose of the
Manta to give them the distinct "droop snoot" front end. Despite being the same car
mechanically, the Opel Ascona was sold alongside the Cavalier in the United Kingdom until 24
July , when GM decided to phase out duplicated models with the Opel brand in the United
Kingdom and merge remaining dealerships with those of Vauxhall. The Opel Manta and Monza
remained available, giving the Opel brand a "sports" position in Britain until the Manta was
finally discontinued in However, the early to mid s saw the decline of coupe models on the
British market, with British Leyland not replacing the MG B when it closed the famous MG
factory at Abingdon in , and even the Ford Capri a top-ten seller in Britain as late as had no
immediate successor after the end of production in , as Ford felt that there was not sufficient
demand in Europe for a new sporting coupe to be launched. This was largely due to the rising
popularity of "hot hatchbacks" and sports saloons including the Volkswagen Golf GTI. Only of
these were made and fewer than 30 were believed to have survived by The cars were developed
by Magraw Engineering and sold through Vauxhall dealerships on behalf of Crayford. The floor
pan was also strengthened. The plan was to offer existing Sportshatch owners and buyers to
upgrade their car to the Silver Aero spec. The car has a 2. Orders were taken but not enough to
warrant production, and the car remains a one-off. The original Cavalier was a relatively strong
seller in Britain, even though it never quite matched the runaway sales success of the Ford
Cortina , or even the sales figures attained by British Leyland 's Morris Marina which sold well
throughout the s despite being widely condemned in the motoring press but it at least managed
to help Vauxhall regain lost ground in a market sector where it had declined during the first half
of the s as Victor sales slumped. It also helped repair Vauxhall's image, which had been hit hard
in the early s by build quality and reliability issues surrounding cars like the Victor. Nearly ,
were sold, though by December just remained. The Coupe was available with the 1. Vauxhalls
were at one time sold alongside Opels in Europe but Vauxhall announced they were pulling out
of the 11 other countries where they sold cars on 6 December and sales stopped in , allowing
General Motors to concentrate on the Opel brand in these markets. Holden also looked at taking
the U-Car but they declined as they found that the prototypes they had tested were not suitable
for the roads in the outback without extensive modifications. The higher-end models of the
range featured an upgraded dashboard with tachometer, four-spoke steering wheel and Rostyle
wheels. The engine choices were different, consisting of a 2. Outputs were The Chevair was first
introduced in November It received new "mag-style" wheels, tinted windows, velour upholstery,
and a twin exhaust tip. By July the outputs were quoted in ISO ratings; this meant that the
stated power dropped from In early an updated variant was introduced. The De Luxe was
dropped. The model can be recognized by a new grille with somewhat larger openings, new
wheels, and new wraparound bumpers in black plastic. Chevrolet badges were removed from
the car, as GM South Africa were phasing out the Chevrolet name in the country. A Group 1 car
with a tuned 2. After a four-year gestation period, the new front-wheel drive Cavalier was
introduced on 26 August ,. On its launch, it offered class-leading levels of fuel economy and

performance which had previously been unseen in this size of car. Sales began the following
month. In the United Kingdom, the new Cavalier was a huge success and challenged the
supremacy of the Ford Cortina as the company car of choice. Indeed, it went on sale only a year
before the Cortina was discontinued. By , Ford and Vauxhall had an effective two-horse race at
the top of this sector on the British market, as sales of the Talbot Alpine previously a Chrysler
until Peugeot took over the European operations of Chrysler had tailed off by , while British
Leyland was winding down production of the Austin Ambassador hatchback and Morris Ital
saloon and estate in preparation for the launch of all-new car which would be sold as the Austin
Montego by Popular foreign competitors at the time included the Renault 18 , which had arrived
on the British market in December Following the British public's reluctance to embrace the Ford
Sierra 's radical styling in , the Cavalier overtook the Sierra in sales and outsold the Sierra in
and again in , although the Sierra had comfortably outsold it in The Sierra narrowly outsold it in
, and a facelift for the Sierra at the start of helped Ford build a wide lead at the top of the large
family car sector as nearly , Sierras were sold that year, while Cavalier sales fell below , By the
time the second generation Cavalier was discontinued to make way for the third generation
model in October , the Sierra was almost twice as popular. It was Britain's second best selling
car behind the Ford Escort in and , and at its peak, this version of the Cavalier came with the
choice of 1. A diesel of 1. This model was produced as a two-door or four-door saloon and
five-door hatchback. The two-door saloon was soon dropped from the Cavalier range, although
it remained part of the Ascona range in other markets. The Thatcher government in the United
Kingdom created a tax break at 1. On its launch, the MK2 Cavalier was well received by the
motoring press, and like its predecessor was the catalyst for another surge in Vauxhall sales. A
year later, sales more than trebled to over , cars as Britain's fifth best selling car. For and ,
however, it was Britain's second best selling car, with more than , sales each year, comfortably
outselling the fifth-placed Sierra. In , it was narrowly outsold by the Sierra, which then
underwent a major facelift and became available as a saloon for the first time, and gained a wide
sales lead over the Cavalier for the next two years. Despite the launch of an all-new Cavalier
being just a year away, a further update in saw the grilles and rear lamp clusters revised again
in a style similar to the larger Senator model together with further improvements to equipment
levels. A new 2. By the end of its life cycle, the top of the range version was the powerful 2. For
the first time, Vauxhall began exporting cars in LHD to other European countries, badged as
Opels, which was a boost to GM's confidence in its once-troubled British division. In November
, the then head of Vauxhall, John Bagshaw, told Car magazine that the Asconas built in the
United Kingdom were considered of equivalent quality to those built elsewhere in Europe,
adding that "they can't tell them from the German ones", welcome news for the British car
industry after the build quality and reliability issues which had affected many British cars including Vauxhall and more particularly British Leyland and the former Chrysler Europe during the s. When the Cavalier was first introduced, the cars were built at Opel's plant in
Belgium , but production quickly moved to Luton. The car came with a very high specification
including a trip computer , Recaro seats, power windows and power steering. Vauxhall sold ,
examples of the second generation Cavalier between and By December , it was the third most
common model of car on British roads, although these government statistics mostly calculated
each car by its generation rather than by different nameplate, with pre and post facelifted
versions of an unchanged basic design for example the Ford Sierra being counted separately.
The only car to cease production after the Cavalier Mark II, and which disappeared at a greater
rate, was the Skoda Estelle which was withdrawn from sale in By December , that figure had
fallen to a mere 1, The "i" suffix stands for Fuel Injection. By the mids, General Motors had
started developing a new model to replace the J-Car models in Europe its American, Australian
and Japanese divisions would instead be replaced by different designs in due course by the
end of the decade. The new model would retain the Cavalier nameplate for the Vauxhall version
on the UK market, but elsewhere in Europe the car would be sold as the Opel Vectra - spelling
the end for the long-running Ascona nameplate. Soon afterwards, development also began on a
new coupe which would share the same underpinnings as the hatchbacks and saloons, but
would use a different nameplate and feature completely different styling. The final generation
Cavalier went on sale on 14 October , being Vauxhall's version of the Opel Vectra "A", again
available as a saloon and hatchback. There was no estate version in the Opel line-up, and as
this design was not going to be sold in Australia, there was no prospect of Vauxhall turning to
Holden for a replacement. Early plans for an estate model exclusive to Europe to be developed
never materialised. During , however, the Cavalier's floorpan did spawn a new coupe - the
Calibra , the first Vauxhall coupe since the original Cavalier coupe was discontinued in The
Calibra was the official replacement for the Opel Manta , which had been discontinued in , and
was also sold on continental Europe under the Opel Brand. The Vectra name was not adopted at

this model change as Vauxhall feared reviving memories of the much-maligned Vauxhall Victor ,
whereas the Cavalier was a generally well received product and had helped boost Vauxhall's
sales and reputation. Early Victors had been viewed in some quarters as excessively corrosion
prone, but the Victor was becoming a very distant memory by this stage: the Vectra name would
eventually appear on a Vauxhall in , when the Cavalier was finally replaced. In place of the Mark
II Cavalier's angular exterior was a more rounded appearance, reflecting the change in styling
tastes throughout Europe at this time. There was also a new economical 1. The biggest changes
to the range were the addition of 2. This was fitted to the GSi and later SRis. Also made
available was a four-wheel drive system, fitted to a 2. There were two diesels available: a 1. The
early SRis were fitted with the 2. Despite the lack of an estate body style, the Cavalier topped
the large medium family car sales charts in Britain in , narrowly outselling the Ford Sierra , while
Rover was beginning to phase out its Montego in favour of the new Rover Series and later the
more upmarket Series. Having first outsold the Sierra in Britain in , it was Britain's second best
selling car behind the Ford Escort in It did not lose top spot in its sector until it was overtaken
by the Sierra's successor, the Mondeo , in The Calibra, launched in , was well received, notably
for its sporty although cramped interior largely based on the interior of the Cavalier and its
streamlined styling which in turn enabled the Calibra to have the lowest drag coefficient of the
period at 0. A few variants were made: the 2. A facelift in the autumn of for the model year saw
the Cavalier's 1. The Vauxhall logo was added to the centre of the boot. Most of the range now
had airbags and anti-lock brakes as standard the first car in its class to do so and all models
were fitted with a toughened safety cage, side impact beams providing additional longitudinal
load paths and front seatbelt pretensioners. This version of the Cavalier was the first Vauxhall
to feature a drivers airbag, with a passenger one being optional; this feature soon became
available across the rest of the company's range. The exterior design was also freshened up,
with a new look grille, headlights, rear lights and bumper mouldings and an increase in sound
insulation, especially in GLS and higher models making the Cavalier a quiet place to travel in. In
late , the new 2. After twenty years and three generations, the Cavalier came to an end in
October when it was replaced by the Vectra , though sales continued for about a year
afterwards and several P registered versions August to July period were sold. The third and
final incarnation of the Cavalier was a big improvement over its predecessors and most earlier
Vauxhalls in terms of durability, with the rust problems that had plagued Vauxhall for years
finally being conquered. This was reflected by the fact that Mark III Cavaliers were a common
sight on British roads for well over a decade after the end of production. The demise of the
Cavalier name marked a significant moment for the Luton-based company, as it would be the
last of its main models with a distinct name from its Opel counterparts until the rebadging of the
Opel Speedster as the Vauxhall VX and the Opel Karl as the Vauxhall Viva. All future Vauxhall
models would share their names with those of Opel, or in the case of the Vauxhall Monaro , with
Holden. However, the Astra nameplate was chosen by Vauxhall at the beginning of for its
version of the first front-wheel drive Opel Kadett , and from General Motors decided to sell the
Opel version of the car as the Astra. This version of the Cavalier shared its chassis with the
Saab that was produced from until , and continued until as the Saab , due to Saab also being
within the General Motors combine at the time. A total of more than 1,, Cavaliers were sold in
three generations, and a year production run, making it the fifth most popular car ever sold in
Britain. Following its launch in October , the original Cavalier took time to gain ground on the
British market, with just under 30, sales placing it as the 13th best selling car for It climbed to
eighth place the following year with more than 41, sales, peaking at seventh place in with over
55, sales. It was still the seventh best seller in , though sales for that year had dipped back to
just over 41, as the economy entered recession. Well over , were sold in total over a six-year
production run, but by the end of just remained, and it had been a rare sight on British roads
even by the mid s. In , its first full year on sale, just over , were sold in Britain. This placed it as
Britain's fourth best selling car, putting it just 35, sales short of its key rival, the Ford Cortina ,
which was replaced that autumn by the all-new Sierra. The next two years, however, saw the
Cavalier top the large family car sector in Britain in terms of sales, and overall it was the
nation's second best selling car behind the Ford Escort , breaking the , barrier on both
occasions while the Sierra only just made it into six figures. Despite falling popularity towards
the end of production which saw the Ford Sierra comfortably outsell it, a total of , Mark II
Cavaliers were sold in Britain during its seven-year production run. The Mark II Cavalier
remained a popular second hand buy and common sight on British roads for a decade or so
afterwards, and proved to be more resistant to rust than its predecessor as well as earlier
Vauxhalls. Launched in October , Cavalier sales for stood at , including some Mark II's as it was
Britain's fourth best selling car overall, while the Ford Sierra stood second with more than ,
sales, but in , it edged ahead of the Sierra into third place, and by , it was Britain's second best

selling car with nearly , sales the lower figures being the result of the recession at the time while
sales of the ageing Sierra had slumped to less than 80, The Sierra's successor, the Mondeo,
overtook it in but even in the Cavalier's last year in production, , it still managed nearly 74,
sales, despite being replaced by the Vectra in October I Cavalier on 30 March , when a car bomb
was detonated beneath it while driving away from the Palace of Westminster. By February , just
over 4, Cavaliers across all three generations were still in use on Britain's roads, with most
remaining examples being MK3 models. The Cavalier was always competitive, but the strength
of the competition, and bad luck, conspired to deny John Cleland the victory in both the and
seasons although Vauxhall Motorsport did win the Manufacturer's Championship in [38] ,
finishing 2nd in and 3rd in - the latter a result of a dramatic final-race showdown, culminating in
a collision between Cleland and rival Steve Soper. The Cavalier was replaced by the Vectra in ,
[41] although privateers such as Richard Kaye [41] and Jamie Wall [42] would continue to use
them until the end of the season. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected from
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60 second plug-n-play install is all it takes to increase the performance and mileage of your
vehicle. The tuning improves the timing and boost pressure if your engine applies , all while
maintaining the vehicle warranty. The performance chip easily unplugs for emission testing and
diagnostic work. No modifications are required for your performance chip to work on your
vehicle. If you ever wish to return to your vehicle to stock form, simply unplug the performance
chip from the OBD2 port, and the factory ECU will resume with the original fuel map. Keep an
eye out for vehicle performance products offering impossible numbers with just a resistor. Our
Chevy Performance Chips combine the feel of a more powerful engine, with the economy of a
small motor. The performance chip loads new, pre-tuned and motor-specific fuel maps onto
your ECU, improving throttle response and overall performance of your Chevy. Does your
Chevy have aftermarket modifications? Not a problem with these performance chips. Chip Your
Car Performance Chips will adapt to your modifications and provide the tuning necessary for
your specific vehicle. All tunes are dyno and road tested to ensure optimal results. One of the
most potent ways to get extra power out of your car is with our Performance Chip. It gives you
more power and torque, in addition to improved gas mileage and a smoother, sweeter ride. But
the most common purpose for the performance upgrade is the added horsepower- Vroom
Vroom! So now, the rest is up to you: Are you wanting to save on gas, or looking to have a blast
behind some real power when you press that pedal? Maybe a bit of both! Whichever is your
flavor, have fun with it. You can now and again have your fun with the added power and boost,
and the rest of the time enjoy the smoother take off and overall driving experience. Total
installation time is typically 60 seconds or lessâ€”No mechanical experience or special tools are
required! For any questions, please reach out to our Technical Support by phone at Yes, in fact,
our Performance Chips are considered safer than factory chips. Our Performance Chips
improve the existing factory fuel map, thereby improving the overall efficiency of your vehicle
and the feeling of the drive. To get even more out of your car, adding our digital pedal throttle
controller makes an even bigger difference- giving you nine different programmed driving

modes to really get the most out of your Performance Chip. Your Performance Chip will start
working immediately after installation. However, it will require approximately driven miles to
fully sync the programming and communications with your vehicle. While a loss of any vehicle
warranty has never happened as a result of the installation of one of our performance chip
products, Chipyourcar. If you do have to bring your car into the dealer, simply remove the chip
when the car is OFF, and when you start the vehicle there will be no trace the chip was ever
plugged in there. Once you leave the Dealer, you can reinstall the Performance Chip and after
miles be back running at full optimization again. There is no need to monitor the lights as they
will likely dim after a short period of time. When it is time to improve the fuel efficiency of your
vehicle and gain MPG, a simple second installation will do the trick. Safely gain up to 60hp, and
up to 5 MPG in your vehicle, thanks to the improved engine efficiency. Our Performance Chips
work by sending a constant signal through your factory data sensor in your engine that your
engine control module ECM monitors. This signal triggers the factory ECM to optimize the fuel
mixture and timing curve to a more efficient balance. If the vehicle is turbo or supercharged, the
chip will also increase the boost pressure. The performance chip communicates with the
vehicle through the OBD2 Diagnostic Port and will start working the next time you start your
vehicle. Our Performance Chips are a low-cost alternative to expensive programmers and are an
innovative solution to improving the efficiency of your vehicle. Improve horsepower and gas
mileage with a simple plug-in performance chip, today! Performance Chips are the innovative
and affordable solution for increasing fuel efficiency and cost savings. Check out the cost
savings you can experience after one year, three years, and five years. This site uses cookies.
By continuing to browse the site, you are agreeing to our use of cookies. Chevy Performance
Chips quantity. No Tools Needed. Is it easy to install the Performance Chip? Our Performance
Chip Installs without cutting any wires or mechanical skills! If I have other modifications in my
car, with the Performance Chip still work or hinder the other mods? Are Performance Chips safe
for my vehicle? Is it safe to use this Performance Chip with my vehicle? How long does it take
for the Performance Chip to work? Will your Performance Chip void my warranty? Does adding
a Performance Chip put my vehicle warranty at risk? Will the lights stay lit on the Performance
Chip? Do I need to keep watch of the lights at all? You may also likeâ€¦. Add to cart Show
Details. Related products. Select options. Choose an option Choose an option Chevy. Using a
big dose of creativity and the new 2. The Ecotec turbocharged engine produces hp and it is
mated to a five-speed manual transmission. A specially designed body kit includes unique front
and rear fascias, body side moldings, hood with ram air scoops, rear spoiler and taillamps and
offers a unique appearance. Coated in Nippon Stealth Gray, the Turbo features a three-coat
paint process. The base coat uses Nippon Satintech Mirrorized Glass enhanced semi-gloss, the
mid coat features crushed mirror and reflective glass mica and silver aluminum flakes. Covering
it all is Sherwood Williams clear urethane. Inside, the instrument panel, console trim, door trim
and other accents sport Nippon Platinum Mirrorized paint. A Sparco Lap 5 steering wheel in
black leather and Sparco brushed aluminum and leather shift knob lend a modern,
sophisticated look. A four-inch Borla boomer stainless steel tip dresses up the exhaust system.
Matt Barczak came across this complete Corvette on a rural farm, purchased it, and set out to
restore the ultimate barn find to its former glory. This 2,horsepower Pro Street Camaro, the likes
of which has never been seen across The Pond, wakes up the mild streets of England. Chevy
High-Performance. View Full Image. Connect With Us. Get Latest News and Articles. Newsletter
Sign Up. Related Articles. Jeff and Dan Jost from Jost Boosted Performance enjoy building hot
rods with a lot of power as a hobby. So when the factory turbocharged 3. The team started by
removing the factory frame. After close inspection they discovered stress cracks and opted to
replace it with another factory frame. They also replaced the rusty body mounts and reinforced
it with round tubing. The restored frame received a full RideTech coilover suspension package
including their StrongARM tubular control arms in front while the rear uses a set of Metcos billet
control arms. Stopping was improved thanks to Corvette C6 Z06 six-piston brakes in front and
four-piston brakes in back. Unfortunately after completing the project, the V6 suffered a broken
main cap and failed main bearing. The team chose to replace it with a more modern and lighter
motor. They opted for a 4. The Ecotec V6 was converted from direct injection to port injection.
Eventually the EFR turbocharger from the previous engine will find its way onto the V6. The
ECU uses a MS3-Pro processor module and offers features like coil-on-plug ignition, flex fuel,
boost control, 2-step launch control, and wireless tuning. The builders mentioned finding
cracks in the frame and that seems to be a common experience. The G. It looks like they
expended much energy remedying that problem. Looks like the rest of the chassis will handle
anything that engine will toss at it. What a ride!! Ive got every bolt on performance upgrade on it
already and cant wait for warranty to be out so i can modify!!! Hi Ken. However here is a video
of it on the street. Any thing that will bolt up to an LS will work here, all except for the one bolt

near the top, they had to make room for the DI pump so that bolt gets moved. I mentioned this
swap in in the turbobuick forum. Not sure. I would need to find the intake and the rest of the
parts needed. Your email address will not be published. Send new articles to your email inbox.
Notify me of follow-up comments by email. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how
your comment data is processed. Grand National with a Turbo 4. Steve October 1, at am. Hey
guys can you give me any tips for some simple mods for my taurus sho? P71 October 1, at pm.
Contact black market racing Reply. Joey May 18, at pm. What motor mounts did you use? Will
May 28, at pm. Sam Brayburn August 9, at am. Why did they convert the DI to port injection?
Kyle C. December 15, at am. Has it ran and what kind of numbers did it make? Larry August 22,
at pm. Rick Charters August 23, at pm. Charles Lowe September 7, at pm. Charles Lowe
December 15, at pm. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Skip
to main content. Include description. Brand Type. Unbranded Items Aftermarket Branded 29
Items Private Label 24 Items Not Specified 83 Items Epartsgogo 24 Items Tucool Racing 9 Items
9. Blow off Valve 62 Items Turbo Charger 53 Items Turbo Kit 20 Items Turbo Boost Control 4
Items 4. Turbo Timer 4 Items 4. Fitment Type. Direct Replacement Items Not Specified Items
Unspecif
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ied Length 96 Items T25 11 Items New 3, Items 3, Used 7 Items 7. Please provide a valid price
range. Buying Format. All Listings. Buy It Now. Item Location. Canada Only. North America.
Delivery Options. Free International Shipping. Free In-store Pickup. Free Local Pickup. Show
only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller. Completed Items. Sold Items. More
filters Any Condition New Used. Gallery View Customize. Find the right parts for your Chevrolet
Cavalier. Enter Year Tell us about your vehicle to find the right parts faster. Almost gone. Free
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